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General 

Weather – wet but not cold. Marion is pleased it’s a clear bright night and not too cold. 

Pre-Vigil 

Marion checked her voice tracer and found the batteries had died although they had been fully charged 

when she left home. 

Vigil 1: Church Lane – 21:25 to 22:00 

Sarah sat in her car with windows down for this vigil, as it was situated at the end of the lane. Sarah did 

not have any particular feelings to note. Andy is sat at the end of an alleyway in between the houses. 

Marion sat with her back to a prickly hedge with the church further down on her left. She made sure 

she wasn’t touching the branches. 

21:24 Andy takes a temperature reading of +12.9°C. Andy also takes an EMF reading and there is no 

EMF activity. 

21:26 Sarah can hear a dog barking. 

21:29 Andy is almost run over by a cyclist that has come up the alleyway behind him at a fast pace.  

The cyclist has no lights and is wearing dark clothing. The cyclist is surprised to see Andy sat at 

the entrance to the alleyway and cycles off towards Sarah. 

 Sarah observes a boy come past on his bike. 

21:32 Marion feels someone on her left. It feels like someone tall and thin. She gets a quick 

impression in her mind of a womanly figure dressed in something long and dark blue. It was 

just an outline with no features being seen. It was a gentle presence but she was feeling 

uncomfortable and a bit edgy. She was picking up a frightened feeling from this woman who 

she feels had a fear of someone else. 

21:34 Marion gets ‘Something jumps/jumped down`. 

21:39 A car came by. After this Sarah noted that the lane seemed to become darker and the area felt 

eerie. 

21:40 Marion feels something gently brush the top of her head. It feels like a hand, a woman’s gentle 

touch. She had the impression in her mind of a small hand with the fingers all together. It 

moved across her head from right to left catching a couple of hairs which pulled sharply. She 

then felt the hand gently stroke the back of her neck in the same direction. She wasn’t caught up 

on the hedge. 

21:42 Sarah and Andy observe a car pull into a nearby driveway on the lane. 

21:44 Marion is joined by a lovely little young cat that stays with her till the end of the vigil. It 

certainly liked being fussed over. 

21:45 Andy is joined by a small cat (black and white) that stands in the road and stares at him before 

moving to the opposite side of the road. 
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21:46 Andy hears what sounds like footsteps coming up the path behind him but no one is there when 

Andy shines his torch down the pathway. Andy thinks this could have been some sort of wild 

animal making footstep sounds? 

21:50 Sarah observes someone come out of their house and ride a motorcycle away. 

Vigil 2: Tom Knocker’s Pond – 22.15 to 23.00 

Marion is looking forward to this vigil as she didn’t get right into the pond last time the group was here. 

As Marion walked from the farm track through the undergrowth she sees that the pond is very 

overgrown and the low branches of the trees make a grab for you. The bottom of the pond was a bit too 

claggy to stand in and had a bit of a damp musty smell. She sits to the right of the big tree (as looking 

from the track). 

Richard stands in the middle of the pond for the vigil. Andy is in bushes at the far end of the pond and 

Marion is in front of Andy. Sarah is seated behind Marion near to the entrance to the pond.   

22:25 Sarah's KII meter was constantly being set off (this continued until 22:55), Sarah noted that it 

did not seem to be in a pattern made by a phone, and Sarah's phone (on silent) had not set off 

her KII anywhere near this degree before. This was filmed on Sarah's digital camera. Sarah also 

saw little flashes against the hedge by the road; this was not when cars were going by. Sarah felt 

much more on edge than at the lane. 

 Andy takes a temperature reading of +11.1°C. 

22:32 Marion hears a horse snorting/whinnying, a bit of both. It’s coming from the other side of the 

bushes by the field. She knows that the pond was a cattle drinking place but wonders if it also 

held fish at one time as she can smell fish frying and it really stinks like it’s being fried in a bit 

of rancid old fat. She could smell this right through this vigil and as she can’t stand the smell of 

fish it was giving her a headache. Also she heard the noise of branches being parted in the 

hedge by the field as if someone was having a look at them. She can hear loud knocks and 

bangs coming from a factory in the distance and the sound of a gunshot maybe from someone 

out rabbiting. All this was going on at the same time. 

22:37 Andy hears the sound of metal hitting on metal (like clunk clunk) coming from behind him (this 

is the edge of the pond and only bushes are behind Andy, there are no team members in this 

area). 

 Marion hears the words ’Stupid girl-woman` and ‘Johnny come lately`. 

22:38 Andy feels a cold breeze blow into the area around him. 

22:40 Marion hears the chink of glasses over to her right past where Andy is sitting. It sounds like 

they are being touched in a toast. She wonders if this may be the chink of Hunt stirrup cups but 

is not sure if they actually touch glasses when drinking. 

22:42 Marion gets the words ‘I’m afraid` She asks why and says “Please don’t be afraid, come and 

talk to me”. 

22:44 Marion hears a sound a metre behind her that sounds like a dog trotting past. 

22:45 Andy hears a thud near him from where Marion is sitting. 

22:48 Andy hears the sound like a zip fastening (possibly other members nearby). 
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22:52 Marion sees a flash of gold-yellow light on the ground diagonally to her left. It’s 60 centimetres 

long and about midway between Sarah and Richard. 

22:55 Andy hears something touch his camera bag which is on the floor. 

22:57 Andy gets an image of a horse and horse lying on its side. 

 Marion gets the name Mabel and a slight feeling of someone behind her. 

23:00 Marion hears the sound of a panting dog trot past behind her. 

During the vigil Richard felt a slight chill on his left shoulder, and felt a bit uneasy. He sensed a black 

shadow of indefinable shape from behind the trees in Sarah's direction (to her right). 

Vigil 3: Eastfields Corner 

This was a group walk around investigation. Sarah did not feel or pick up on anything unusual during 

this time.  

Andy did pick up EMF activity in this area along with other members of LPS. However this was 

eventually debunked when BT cables were discover in the ground next to the entrance to a nearby 

farm.    

Marion spent most of this vigil walking round the corner area where she felt a frail presence by Dee, 

Richard and herself whilst the other two were using their KII meters. She also walked up the lane with 

the group where they had seen a car stop and a man run to his boot opening and closing it. We wanted 

to see if he had dumped anything there. There wasn’t! 

Post-Investigation 

Nothing paranormal found on Andy’s audio or video. 

Equipment List 

Andy Digital Camcorder: Sony DCR-DVD306E 

Digital Camera: Panasonic Lumix DMC-FS15 

Digital Infrared Thermometer: IR-102 

Digital Voice Recorder: Olympus WS-560M 

EMF Detector: K-II 

Notepad, pen, torch and watch 

Marion Digital Camera: Samsung L313 

Digital Voice Recorder: Philips DVT7000 360 Recording 

Notepad, pen, torch and watch 

Richard Digital Camera: Canon SX 

Electrosmog Meter: Cornet ED-7 

Notepad, pen, torch and watch 

Sarah C Digital Camera: Sony DSC-H50 

EMF Detector: K-II 

Notepad, pen, torch and watch 


